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Abstract

The Phillips curve has �attened out over the last decades. Inspired by

the recent evidence about the dynamics of the industrial structure in some

advanced economies, we build up a model that rationalizes this phenomenon

as a result of the observed increase in polarization in many industries, where a

small number of large companies coexist with many smaller ones. The model

features endogenous market entry, exit and up/downgrading of �rms in the

technology ladder, and �rms set their price taking into account its e¤ect on

the market price. Large �rms �nd strategically optimal to dampen the response

of their price changes, thus cushioning the shocks to their marginal costs by

changing their markups countercyclically. In this way, increased polarization

emerges in the model as a key explanatory factor behind the muted responses

of in�ation to movements in the output gap.
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1 Introduction

The pattern of in�ation rates across most advanced economies in recent years de�es

the traditional explanations based on the Phillips curve relation between in�ation and

the output gap. The fears of de�ation after the global �nancial crisis (GFC) were

successfully tackled by the bold response undertaken by the major central banks.

However, in spite of the implementation of an unprecedented set of non-conventional

monetary policy measures, including massive quantitative easing programs, banking

liquidity schemes, forward guidance on the future interest rate path and, in some

jurisdictions, negative short-term interest rates, in�ation and in�ation expectations

in most advanced economies remained chronically subdued before the Covid-19 crisis.

Closely related to the anaemic path of consumption prices in many advanced

economies over the last decade is the lack of in�ation response to cyclical conditions

evidenced after the GFC. Moreover, some argue that the weakening of the prices

response to changes in resource utilization comes from afar and potentially well before

the GFC (see e.g. IMF, 2013, Blanchard, 2016, and Powell, 2018). Prominent among

the potential explanations for the muted reaction of prices to cyclical conditions are

the weakening of labor power, the rise of globalization and international trade, and

the impact of positive supply shocks caused by new technologies.

It is true that labor bargaining power might have fallen due to rising �rms�

concentration and market power and the resurgence of monopsony power in some

speci�c segments of the labour market (see e.g. Krueger, 2018, and Stansbury and

Summers, 2020). But, as the IMF (2019b) has recently shown, labor costs have

risen faster than productivity in many European countries, despite which in�ation

remained rather muted. Regarding productivity, it is worth noticing that the fast

rise observed during the nineties, in particular in the U.S., has not been sustained

and, if anything, the coincidence of a poor performance of productivity and the

development of new technologies is seen by many nowadays as puzzling (Aghion,

Bergeaud, Boppart, Klenow and Huiyu, 2019). As for globalization, it is not a

recent process but one that dates back to the 1970�s and 1980�s when international

trade liberalization gathered momentum. Moreover, according to several metrics,
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globalization may have lost some traction over the last years, especially since the

GFC (World Bank, 2020).

All these factors may have had an e¤ect on in�ation and other relevant economic

variables, but they certainly do not exhaust the list of possible causes behind the

diminishing e¤ect of cyclical �uctuations on prices. A related strand of literature

is placing increasing attention on some ongoing signi�cant changes in the industrial

structure in advanced economies. These changes include, among others, the rise

in market shares and markups in many industries and the polarization along dif-

ferent dimensions (e.g. �rm size, productivity, etc.). The case for an increase in

market concentration since the 1980s in most countries has been �rmly established

on empirical grounds. Covarrubias, Gutiérrez and Philippon (2019), focusing on

U.S. industries, distinguish among di¤erent potential causes behind this phenom-

enon: "Good concentration", if driven by increases in the elasticity of substitution

and enhanced technological e¢ ciency and productivity by the leading �rms in each

industry, and "bad concentration" that would emerge as a result of higher entry

costs and other barriers to competition. Some recent papers (Autor, Dorn, Katz,

Patterson and Van Reenen, 2020, and De Loecker, Eeckhout and Unger, 2020) have

drawn relevant macroeconomic implications of this type of market structures, like

the fall in the labor and capital shares as well as in labor market dynamism. Less

attention has been paid to their e¤ect on the link between in�ation and the economic

slack (Van Reenen, 2018).

Some commentators have emphasized the role of new technological giants in shap-

ing the way prices respond to shocks, the archetypical case being the disin�ationary

impact of Amazon (see e.g. Gros, 2017, and Cohen, 2017). This is in stark contrast

with the long held view in mainstream macroeconomics according to which market

concentration has been considered a source of in�ationary pressure, frequently mod-

elled as a shock to the markup in the New Keynesian Phillips curve (IMF, 2019a).

According to this predominant view, market concentration and markups are posi-

tively related, both re�ecting the level of a �rm�s market power; thus the reported

increase in markups should have facilitated a strong response of prices to shocks to

marginal costs, which is inconsistent with the muted response of in�ation observed
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in recent decades.

In this paper we set up a model to study the connection between the rise in market

concentration and the �attening of the Phillips curve. Contrary to the previous

standard view, in our model, the rise in market shares is neither in�ationary nor

de�ationary per se, but it reduces the slope of the Phillips curve. Key to this result is

the fact that markups, which are endogenous in our setting, depend positively on the

�rm�s market share. When a �rm faces a positive shock to its marginal cost it raises

prices, which in turn undermines its market share and hence its desired markup, thus

dampening the in�ationary e¤ect of the shock. The bigger the �rm�s market share,

the stronger this e¤ect. Hence, in an economy featuring highly polarized industrial

structures, with a few large and many small competitors in each industry, much in

line with the recent evidence, the response of in�ation to shocks becomes more muted

than it would be in a similar economy with a more balanced distribution of �rms.

Our main result is the derivation of a theoretical connection running from the

increase in market concentration to the �attening of the Phillips curve in a model

with standard CES preferences, without imposing additional parametric (or other-

wise) restrictions, nor assuming di¤erences in nominal rigidity among �rms. This,

connection rationalizes why �rms with larger market shares respond less to shocks

to their marginal costs, a property known as the Marshall�s strong second law of

demand (Baqaee, Farhi and Sangani, 2021; Melitz, 2018). This mechanism is also

consistent with a large body of micro and industry-based evidence. According to

many recent empirical studies, the pass-through of shocks to marginal cost to prices

is signi�cantly weaker in large and high markup �rms than in the smaller ones (see,

among others, Amiti, Itskhoki, and Konings, 2019; Duval, Furceri, Lee, and Tavares,

2021; Heise, Karahan, and Şahin, 2020).

Since the �rms�market share results form an endogenous optimal response of

�rms to idiosyncratic (�rm speci�c) shocks, we do not impose di¤erent pricing be-

havior among large and small �rms. Even so, while strategic price interactions barely

a¤ect the markup of smallish �rms, they do condition the desired markup of large

�rms in a material manner. Large �rms moderate the response of prices set by the

later to shocks, which in turn (upon aggregation) exerts a signi�cant dampening
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e¤ect on the volatility of aggregate in�ation. The mechanism in our model is easily

tractable and can be incorporated into an otherwise standard New Keynesian DSGE

model. It hinges critically on the joint e¤ect of two core features of the industrial

structure of the economy regarding the presence of heterogeneous �rms in terms of

their technology and their pricing policy. As in Etro and Rossi (2015) and Andrés

and Burriel (2018), we assume that there are strategic price interactions, so that �rms

take into account the expected impact on the market price of their price changes.1

Furthermore, unlike in Andrés and Burriel (2018) where the number of �rms is �xed

and heterogeneity in technology is exogenously established, here we incorporate en-

dogenous �rm entry as well as an optimal choice of the class of technology in which

each �rm operates out a pool of available options that di¤er in their TFP level.

These features are critical to endogenize �rms�market shares, so that the share of

more technologically advanced �rms may be sizeable, even in the presence of a large

number of competitors.

The paper is also related to the literature on misallocation (Baqaee and Farhi,

2020). In the presence of markup heterogeneity monetary (as well as other demand)

shocks may a¤ect aggregate Total Factor Produtivity if they bring about a reallo-

cation of factors of production from low-markup to high-markup �rms or the other

way around. To be consistent with the empirical evidence these models require ei-

ther heterogeneity in price stickiness, such that prices are stickier in high-markup

�rms (Meier and Reinelt, 2021) or heterogeneity in desired markups plus the afore-

mentioned Marshall�s second law. In a model featuring Kimball (1995) preferences,

Baqaee, Farhi and Sangani (2021) calibrate the distribution of markups and pass-

through by �rms to match the evidence in Amiti,Itskhoki, and Konings (2019) deliv-

ering a �atter Phillips curve than the one in the canonical New Keynesian framework.

In this vein, our model contributes with a novel mechanism such that our theoretical

model endogenously generates the Marshall�s strong second law of demand, without

further restrictions on otherwise standard CES preferences.

1Weng and Werning (2020) study the strategic interaction in oligopolistic markets. Furthermore
they analyze the e¤ect on price stickiness of strategic pricing under a more general class of pref-
erences. Here we shall stick to the most conventional approach in New Keynesian DSGE models
with exogenous elasticity of substitution.
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Besides, the model predictions in response to changes in the main drivers of con-

centration are consistent with most of the relevant empirical facts highlighted in

the recent industrial organization literature concerning the dynamic distribution of

�rms�size, productivity, markups, market entry and exit �ows, etc. In our model,

the e¤ect of polarization in market shares on the coe¢ cient of the Phillips curve is

independent of the causes of concentration, whether "good" or "bad" in the termi-

nology of Covarrubias, Gutiérrez and Philippon (2019), and hence on the evolution

of other indicators of market power. In this way, the model o¤ers robust predictions

about the connection between the rising degree of polarization in many industries

and recent in�ation dynamics that �t well with the existing evidence.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits the most relevant facts about

the dynamics of the industrial structure in the U.S. and other advanced economies.

Section 3 presents the model and its calibration. In Section 4 we use the model to

simulate the e¤ect of steady state changes in some critical structural parameters that

induce a stronger market concentration in sales, and investigate the consistency of

the model�s predictions and the facts discussed in Section 2. In Section 5 we derive

the Phillips curve in the model and explore the mechanism that softens the response

of in�ation to exogenous shocks. Section 6 concludes.

2 In�ation and the industrial structure: Main facts.

Numerous studies have reported a surprisingly low volatility of in�ation since the

nineties, along a period in which years of macroeconomic stability have alternated

with others of unusually large booms and busts. Del Negro, Lenza, Primiceri, and

Tambalotti (2020) summarize the potential explanations for this phenomenon and

try to disentangle among the following candidates. A �rst possible explanation points

out that business cycle �uctuations and related measures (cyclical unemployment, the

output gap, unit labor costs, etc.) are now more stable than they used to be before

the 1990s. Alternatively it could be the case that the link between labor market slack

and wage in�ation might have weakened since then, so that the reduced volatility of

in�ation would just re�ect the stability of wages. Finally, even if none of the above
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held true, price in�ation might have been progressively disconnected from business

cycle �uctuations either because of the enhanced capacity of monetary authorities

to control in�ation (policy hypothesis) or as a result of a genuine reduction in the

elasticity of in�ation in the face of shocks to �rms�marginal costs (slope hypothesis).

Del Negro, Lenza, Primiceri, and Tambalotti (2020) �nd compelling empirical

evidence in favor of the previous last hypothesis and conclude that, although changes

in monetary policy making may have contributed to some extent, the main factor

behind the progressively muted response of in�ation since the 1990s is a reduction

in the slope of the Phillips curve. A similar result is obtained by Hoshi and Kashyap

(2020) for Japan and by Heise, Karahan, and Şahin (2020) who, exploiting industry-

based U.S. data, �nd that whereas the behavior of wages across industries is similar,

the pass-trough to prices has been much weaker in the goods-producing sector than

in services, in particular in those industries with more import penetration and higher

sales concentration. If prices have become less sensitive to changes in marginal costs,

while the wage-unemployment trade o¤has not changed signi�cantly over these years,

this implies that �rms are absorbing in their markup the �uctuations of their marginal

costs, which suggests a structural change in �rms�pricing patterns. Furthermore,

consistent with the results by Stock and Watson (2019), this change in companies�

pricing behavior, while quite generalized, has nonetheless been heterogeneous across

sectors, suggesting that some factors that are relevant in shaping pricing decisions

may have evolved di¤erently across industries in recent decades.

The predictions of our model are also consistent with the most signi�cant changes

in the dynamics of the distribution of �rms in many industries and countries along

a number of important dimensions related to the size, productivity, markups, and

entry and exit dynamics (see, among many others, Syverson 2004, 2011; Van Reenen,

2018; Bartelsman, Haltiwanger and Scarpetta, 2013). The following list summarizes

these facts.

Fact 1. Sustained increases in concentration in most industries, both in the U.S.
and in other OECD countries, in the last two or three decades. Autor, Dorn, Katz,

Patterson, and Van Reenen (2020) �nd an increase in concentration as measured by

the percentage of sales of the bigger competitors in each sector of the U.S. economy
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since 1980-1990. This e¤ect is substantial in the case of the market share of the largest

�rms, which would have risen between 20 and 100 percent above the levels observed

at the beginning of the sample period. Similar results are reported by Covarrubias,

Gutiérrez and Philippon (2019) and Grullon, Larkin, and Michaely (2019). Andrews,

Criscuolo,and Gal (2016) report an increase in concentration in favor of the top

�rms across sectors in OECD economies, whereas Bajgar, Berlingieri, Calligaris,

Criscuolo, and Timmis (2019) �nd that concentration has risen signi�cantly since

the early 2000s in 75 percent of all industries (de�ned at two digit level) in Europe,

Canada and the U.S. These authors also conclude that the rise in concentration is a

generalized pattern across many advanced economies.

Fact 2. Concentration has been stronger in output than in employment and
the labor share has fallen in many sectors in advanced economies. The labor share

is lower, and has even fallen, in the case of those �rms whose market share has

increased, so the observed aggregate pattern is largely due to the reallocation of

sales across �rms rather than a general fall in the labor share within incumbent

�rms. Thus, the fall in the labor share that is documented in many sectors in

advanced economies is mostly accounted for by a composition e¤ect (Kehrig and

Vincent, 2018). Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson, and Van Reenen (2018), and Siebale,

Suedekum, and Woessner, (2020) report a similar pattern in industries of OECD

countries.

Fact 3. There has been an increase of the level of heterogeneity (polarization)
among �rms in some important dimensions. Akcigit and Ates (2019) report a rise in

the productivity gap between �rms at the technological frontier and the rest in the

U.S. Also Berlingueri, Blanchenay and Criscuolo (2017) and Andrews, Criscuolo, and

Gal (2015) �nd a similar pattern for �rms in OECD countries in which the distance

between the most and least productive �rms in the same country and sector has

increased by 12:8 percent for labour productivity and by 14 percent in the case of

TFP.

Fact 4. De Loecker and Eeckout (2018) and De Loecker, Eeckhout, and Unger
(2020) have reported a global pattern of growth of markups by up to 60 per cent or

more in Europe and North America in the last 30-40 years. This occurs mostly at
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the top of the markup distribution within most industries. Within narrowly de�ned

industries, there is a positive relationship between markups and �rm size (market

share).

Fact 5. Despite some composition e¤ects, there has been a steady decline in
�rm entry (business dinamism) in most industries across OECD economies (Calvino,

Criscuolo, and Verlhac, 2020; OECD, 2019), and in particular in the U.S. (Akcigit

and Ates, 2019; Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda, 2016).

Fact 6. Gutiérrez, Jones and Philippon (2019) and Eggertsson, Robbins, and
Wold (2018), report a generalized fall in investment rates in many advanced economies

since 2000. This has occurred in particular in industries where concentration has in-

creased more and despite the fall in interest rates and other �nancial costs for most

�rms.

Fact 7. The decline in the labor share is accompanied by a fall in capital share.
Lower labor and capital share have in turn been compensated by an increase in the

participation of pro�ts in total income (Barkai, 2019; De Loecker and Eeckout, 2017;

Eggertsson, Robbins, and Wold, 2018).

Fact 8. The intensity of the response of output to technology shocks has mod-
erated. This pattern is documented by De Loecker and Eeckout (2018) and Decker,

Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda (2014) who report a moderation in the response

of �rms to exogenous productivity shocks in recent decades, compatible with the

observed Great Moderation in output volatility in advanced economies.

Fact 9. Positive monetary (and other demand) shocks reduce the dispersion
of markups, thus increasing Total Factor Productivity (Meier and Reinelt, 2021;

Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans, 2005). This is known as the misallocation

channel of monetary policy,according to which the reduction in markup dispersion

after the shock is the consequence of a reallocation of factors from low markup to

high markup �rms (Baqaee, Farhi and Sangani, 2021).

While the relevance of the previous trends is well acknowledged as key deter-

minants of an economy�s long-term macroeconomic performance, their impact on

short and medium-run �uctuations is less so. In the next section we set up a model

that helps us understand (part of) the recent weakening of the response of in�ation
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to shocks to the marginal costs as a result of changes in the distribution of �rms

witnessed over the last decades. Interestingly, the model o¤ers a number of pre-

dictions that square remarkably well with most of the previous facts. In this way,

the model�s main prescriptions link the growing body of the empirical literature on

�rms�dynamics outlined above with some questions that are lying at the core of the

current macroeconomic and monetary policy discussions.

3 The Model

Standard Dixit-Stiglitz monopolist competition models in the macro literature pre-

dict that an increase in the substitutability among varieties enhances competition,

hence, reducing markups and �rms�pro�ts and increasing welfare. In this setup

there is a su¢ ciently large number of homogeneous �rms that operate without taking

into account the response of the others to their own price and production decisions.

Also, market concentration and market power are positively related. Fewer �rms im-

plies weaker competition and higher markups. When the number of �rms increases,

substitutability among varieties and competition intensify leading to lower market

concentration. In general, in this class of models, there is no connection between the

slope of the Phillips curve and the intensity of competition.2 Transitory changes in

the markup are typically added to the Phillips curve as exogenous shocks a¤ecting

in�ation. Yet, in the light of the substantial and persistent increases in markups

found in the empirical literature over the last two decades, the standard model has

di¢ culties in accounting for the low level and volatility of in�ation observed recently.

An important feature of the industrial structure, often overlooked in the macro

literature, is that even within narrowly de�ned industries, �rms are heterogeneous in

the e¢ ciency with which they use their factors of production. Syverson (2004, 2011)

2In fact, the elasticity of substitution among varieties may enter the slope of the Phillips curve
if either we asume that price rigidities are modeled as in the menu cost model, or if we consider
explictely the di¤erences between the �rm�s expected future markup and its aggregate value in the
standard Calvo model. These alternative modeling choices predict correlations among the elasticty
of substituion and the slope of the Phillips curve with opposite signs. In elther case, the channel
through which this elasticity a¤ects in�ation is di¤erent from the one in this paper.
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estimates that on average across U.S. industries, labor productivity of top �rms (90th

percentile of the distribution) is up to four times that of the �rms at the bottom (10th

percentile). This has led authors like Ghironi (2017) to argue that "the standard

toolkit for macroeconomic analysis of �uctuations and policy must be extended to

include producer-level dynamics of entry and exit, heterogeneity across �rms, and

the implications of these dynamics and heterogeneity for the macroeconomy".

The implications of heterogeneity may be substantial. Heterogenous �rms will

naturally di¤er in their market share, which will no longer depend exclusively on

the number of �rms in the industry. Also, the notion of market power is now fuzzier

since market shares and the markup may move together or in the opposite directions,

depending on the drivers of concentration. In industries characterized by �rm het-

erogeneity stemming from technological di¤erences a technological improvement by

the most e¢ cient �rms allows them to increase their market share and their markup

simultaneously (Siebale, Suedekum, and Woessner, 2020). On the other hand, if the

varieties produced by di¤erent �rms become closer substitutes so that competition

intensi�es, there would be an across-the-board reduction in the markup, but more

e¢ cient �rms will still be capable of gaining market share, at the cost the less e¢ -

cient ones. In this case, larger �rms�markups and market shares evolve in opposite

directions. Firms using more e¢ cient technologies, that allow them to set lower

prices than their close competitors, are capable of earning large pro�ts by exploiting

their market share in total sales, despite their low markups. On the other hand,

the market position of each �rm might be eroded by new entrants or by other in-

cumbents investing in innovation and in more e¢ cient technologies. According to

Syverson (2018) these polarized industries are characterized by a higher responsive-

ness of market shares to cost di¤erences, which makes the link between competition

and prices (in�ation) more complex.

Once we allow for heterogeneity among a �nite number of �rms a natural question

arises about the possibility of strategic pricing among �rms, some of which have a

non negligible market share. On theoretical grounds, the increasing heterogeneity

of �rms in size and/or productivity in most industries does not �t well within the

traditional de�nition of monopolistic competition, in which many small companies
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with some monopoly power limited to their own narrow (variety) market operate

with no strategic interaction with each other in prices or quantities. A few papers

have considered dynamic strategic interactions in an oligopolistic framework with

a �nite number of �rms, although due to the complexity of the solution they have

done so in a very stylized model (Maskin and Tirole, 1988), under duopoly (Mongey,

2019), or assuming a small number of homogeneous �rms, as in Wang and Werning

(2020) and, Covarrubias (2021), to get a signi�cant e¤ect of strategic pricing.

Currently polarized industries do not �t very well either within the con�nes of

a pure oligopolistic market in which a few large �rms interact strategically taking

into account each other�s reaction function. A series of recent papers in the Indus-

trial Organization literature study the characteristics of "mixed markets structures"

in which a large number of small �rms coexist with a few much larger �rms with

a signi�cant market share.3 Hottman, Redding, and Weinstein (2016) describe the

structure of goods markets in the U.S., where goods are de�ned using the informa-

tion re�ected in barcodes. They �nd that the "average market" contains up to 500

di¤erent �rms, 98 percent of which have a market share below 2 percent (most of

them almost negligible). Firms in this group have little or no market power and set

prices according to the model of monopolistic competition among close substitutes.

This is the typical structure in the canonical New Keynesian model. But in every

market there is also a bunch of much larger �rms so that on average the 10 largest

�rms in a market account for almost 75 percent of total sales. But the presence of

these large �rms does not make markets to �t well within the con�nes of the stan-

dard monopolistic or oligopolistic models either. For one thing, the largest �rm in

the market has on average a share of around 20 percent, whereas the share of the

smallest in this top ten group is barely 2 percent. Thus, even if every �rm is not

expected to be engaged in strategic pricing with all other �rms in the market, the

markup of the 5 largest �rms in the market is between 24 and 100 percent higher

than that of the average �rm, which, according to the authors, makes these compa-

nies internalize the e¤ect of their price on the aggregate price of their market, thus

3See Bernard, Jensen, Redding and Schott (2016), Pang and Wang (2020), Parenti (2018), and
Shimomura and Thisse (2012), among others.
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deviating from monopolistic competition pricing.

The assumption of oligopolistic pricing, such that each �rm takes into account the

response of all other �rms to their own price (or quantity) decision, in markets with a

high number of �rms, heterogeneity in market shares, markups (and technology), and

nominal rigidities, is further complicated by the endogeneity of the market structure:

entry and exit of �rms as well as upgrading or downgrading in total factor produc-

tivity as an optimal response to �rm-speci�c shocks and �xed costs. This makes it

particularly di¢ cult imposing commitment in strategies for �rms whose future sta-

tus (their very existence, position in the technology and size ladder, and outcome of

the Calvo lottery) is uncertain. Thus in our model we adopt an alternative strategy

that is consistent with that in some recent papers in the macro and in the Industrial

Organization literature.4 In particular, we shall assume that Intermediate Retailers

in our model set prices taking into account the impact of their price decisions on the

market price, but not the individual response of each of their competitors�. Besides,

since the market share of all �rms is endogenous, so that �rms can get bigger/smaller

or move in/out of the market as time goes by, we do not restrict this strategic price

interaction with the aggregate market price to �rms that are currently large.5

Thus, the model in this section departs from the standard DSGE model in two

important ways. First, we assume Bertrand competition in prices, so that �rms set

prices taking into account the response of the market price, and hence their own

market share, but assuming the prices of other �rms as given. Second, we allow for

entry and exit in a model with di¤erent technology (TFP) classes, across which �rms

may move (up, down, in or out) endogenously. We discuss the industrial structure

in detail in the following section, while we present the full equilibrium in the online

Appendix II. A more detailed description of the complete model is available upon

request.

4Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2018), Corhay, Kung and Schmid (2020), Etro and
Colciago (2010), Etro and Rossi (2015), Faia (2012), Pan and Hanazono (2018), and Pan and Wang
(2020).

5Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2018), Pan and Hanazono (2018) and Pan and Wang
(2020) assume that only large �rms engage in strategic behavior. In their models, though, the size
of the �rm is exogeneusly given and does not change.
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3.1 Market structure

There are two �nal goods, one destined to create new �rms, produced using in-

termediate goods from the new entrants (ydEt ), and another for the market (y
dH
t ).

Production of ydHt takes place at three di¤erentiated levels and the structure of the

model economy is comprised of producers and retailers (aggregators) as follows:

1. At the bottom, intermediate producers (IP), indexed by i, are organized in

di¤erent productivity categories (i.e. characterized by di¤erent TFP levels)

indexed by s, where s = 1; 2; :::N , and N is �xed. These �rms produce varieties

yPsit that are imperfect substitutes of each other and sell them in an imperfectly

competitive market at the �exible price pPsit . Transitions of �rms may occur

across (adjacent) categories, as well as for entry and exit, so that the total

number of IP �rms as well as the number of them in each category may change

endogenously. These transitions entail the payment of some �xed costs.

2. In each productivity category s there is a set of intermediate retailers (IR) in-

dexed by z that purchase the varieties in their category and bundle them into

a new good, yszt, that is sold at the price p
s
zt. These retailers sell their newly

produced variety yszt to the aggregate retailers (see below) in a monopolistically

competitive market and face Calvo rigidities in price setting. Unlike interme-

diate producers, when setting their price these retailers take into account the

e¤ect that it has on the aggregate price pt (see below). Notice that IR �rms

operating in more productive categories are able to get their inputs (varieties

yPsit ) at a lower price, so they operate under lower marginal cost than inter-

mediate retailers in less productive categories. This group is composed of NR

�rms in each type s, who solve a two-stage problem.

3. Finally, there is a group of aggregate retailers (AR) that purchase the varieties

of intermediate retailer goods from all di¤erent categories (yszt) at the price p
s
zt

and bundle them into a �nal good (ydHt ) used for consumption, investment,

etc. These AR �rms sell their output at the �exible price pt in a competitive

market. The number of �nal good aggregators is also �xed.
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3.2 Pricing

The �rst novelty included in the model is in the price setting of intermediate retailers.

Before getting to it we next explain the price setting behaviour of aggregate retailers

and intermediate good producers.

Aggregate retailers:

The group of retailers at the aggregate level bundle together all the intermediate

retailer goods z of each productivity class s (with price pszt and production y
s
zt) into

the �nal good, ydHt , that will be used for consumption, investment, etc., demanding

from each intermediate retailer�s production a volume given by

yszt =

�
pszt
pt

��"
ydHt
NNR

: (1)

and setting the aggregate price

pt =
"

"� 1

24�NNR
��1 NX

s=1

NRsX
z=1

(pszt)
1�"

35 1
1�"

: (2)

Intermediate good-producers:

Intermediate good producers compete monopolistically but face no price rigidities.

Therefore, they set prices as a constant mark up over their marginal costs, which

are proportional to the idiosyncratic component, while they all set the same capital-

labour ratio (
kst�1
ldst

= �s
1��s

wt
rt
)

pPs�it

pt
=

"

"� 1mc
Ps
i;t =

"

"� 1
mcPst
ai;t

=

"�
1

�s

��s � 1

1� �s

�1��s r�st w1��st

Ast

#
1

ai;t
for s = 0; :::; N .

Intermediate retailers (IR):

The novelty in price-setting in the model locates in the group of intermediate

retailers, who set their prices, pszt, endogeneizing the impact that they have on the

market price, pt. This group is composed of a continuum z of wholesale �rms of

each type s, who solve a two-stage problem. In the �rst stage, each retailer z buys
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inputs from all the intermediate producers in its class (yPszit) in order to minimize

costs, taking input prices pPsit as given, as follows

min
yPszit

PNs

i=1 p
Ps
it y

Ps
zit

s.t.: yszt =
h
(N s)�

1
"
PNs

i=1

�
yPszit
� "�1

"

i "
"�1

:

The intermediate retailers take into account the marginal cost of intermediate good

producers, together with their marginal cost (mcst =
"
"�1

mcPst
ast
) of production to set

their optimal demand of intermediate products6

yPszit =

 
ai;t
ast

!"
yszt
N s
t

=

 
ai;t
ast

!"
(vpst )

�" ydHt
NNRN s

t

; (3)

where we have de�ned the dispersion of productivity as (ast)
"�1
= 1

Ns
t

R Ns
t

1

�
ai;t
�"�1

di.

That is, the demand posed by each retailer of an intermediate good depends positively

on how its idiosyncratic technology (ait) compares to the average (a
s
t), while the

marginal costs of retailers are equal to the average marginal cost of intermediate

producers scaled up by the markup set by the later group . Note that retailers

purchasing goods from more productive �rms will be able to set lower markups

and prices, since the marginal cost of intermediate producers in those groups s is

a negative function of the technology level that �rms acquire when they enter that

group (Ast).

In the second stage, each of these retailers set the price, pszt, that maximizes

discounted real pro�ts, taking the input prices and factors demand as given. We

assume that retailers in each size group choose the optimal price according to a

Calvo�s mechanism.7 That is, in each period, a fraction
�
1� �sp

�
of retailers can

6The superscript s re�ects the fact that marginal cost di¤ers across categories, but it does not
have the z subscript since it is independent of retailers z characteristics.

7Assuming Rotemberg (1982) pricing yields very similar results (both qualitatively and also
quantitatively under an equivalent calibration). The online Apendix III summarizes the deriva-
tion of the Philips curve in the model with adjustement costs, �rm heterogeneity and Bertrand
competition. An appendix with the quantitative results in this case is available upon request.
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change their prices. All other retailers index their prices to either past in�ation or

steady state in�ation, which is controlled by the parameter �s 2 [0; 1], where �s = 0
represents indexation to steady state in�ation only and �s = 1 corresponds to total

indexation to past in�ation. Optimizing retailers z in class s solve the following

maximization problem

max
pszt

Et
1X
�=0

�
��sp
�� �t+�

�t

( 
�Y
r=1

�1��s�
�s
t+r�1

�t+r

pszt
pt
�mcst+�

!
yszt+�

)
;

s.t.:
yszt+� =

�
NNR

��1 �Y
r=1

�1��s�
�s
t+r�1

�t+r

pszt
pt

!�"
ydHt+� ;

pt =
h�
NNR

��1PN
s=1

PNRs

z=1 (p
s
zt)

1�"
i 1
1�"
;

for s = 1; :::; N

where the discount factor takes into account the marginal value of a dollar to the

household, which is treated as exogenous by the �rm. In a symmetric equilibrium,

the optimal (relative) price that solves this problem (�s�t =
ps�t
pt
) is given by

�s�t =
�spzt

�spzt + 1

Et
1P
�=0

�
��sp
�� �t+�

�t

 
�Y
r=1

�1��s�
�s
t+r�1

�t+r

!�"
mcst+�y

dH
t+�

Et
1P
�=0

�
��sp
�� �t+�

�t

 
�Y
r=1

�1��s�
�s
t+r�1

�t+r

!1�"
ydHt+�

; (4)

where �spzt is the price elasticity of demand that each retailer faces that can be

expressed as a function of the elasticity of the aggregate price to the intermediate

retailer price:

�spzt =
@yszt+�
@pszt

pszt
yszt+�

= �"
�
1� @pt

@pszt

pszt
pt

�
(5)

where
@pt
@pszt

pszt
pt
= sst =

pszty
s
zt

ptydHt+�
:

This aggregate price elasticity, in turn, equals the (nominal) market share of interme-

diate retailers and re�ects that each individual �rm takes into account the incidence
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of its own pricing decisions on the aggregate price, because these a¤ect its own mar-

ket share. This term is known in the literature as the strategic competition e¤ect

(see Etro and Colciago, 2010). If this strategic component is zero, then the price

elasticity is constant, while if positive, the intensity of the strategic component will

depend on the retailer�s market share, which in turn is a function of the two key

variables of the model: the number of �rms in the market and the retailer�s own

optimal relative price, according to the following expression

sst =
�
NNR

��1�pszt
pt

�1�"
; (6)

and hence �spzt can be expressed as

�spzt = �"
 
1�

�
NNR

��1�pszt
pt

�1�"!
; (7)

The expression in (7) is key to understand the mechanism governing the response

of in�ation to di¤erent shocks. If �rms are homogeneous, the strategic interaction is

second order since the steady state market shares (and the elasticity of demand) are

constant and identical across �rms. In fact, in this case �spz is equal to the inverse

of the number of �rms, because their steady state optimal relative price is psz
p
= 1

times the elasticity of substitution (and close to " if NNR is large). When there is

�rm heterogeneity, the strategic interaction component varies across types of �rms

and thus becomes relevant at the time of setting prices, since in this case individual

pricing decisions a¤ect market shares and thus the elasticity of the individual �rm�s

demand schedule. In particular, in the case explained here, with two types of �rms,

small and less productive �rms face a higher steady state relative price psz
p
> 1 and

a smaller market share, both relative to larger �rms and to the situation that would

prevail in the case of homogenous �rms, making the steady state elasticity of their

demand greater. On the contrary, large and more productive �rms set lower prices,
psz
p
< 1; and enjoy greater steady state market share, both relative to smaller �rms

and with respect to what would obtain in the case of homogenous �rms, so that
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the elasticity of their demand is smaller, an aspect that has a signi�cant e¤ect on

their price decisions. Therefore, small (large) �rms tend to adjust their prices by a

larger (smaller) amount after a shock both relative to large (small) �rms and to the

homogenous �rm case of reference.

Homogeneous �rms
psz
p
= 1!

���spz�� = "�1� 1

NNR

�
� ";

Heterogeneous �rms:

small p
s
z

p
> 1!

���smallpz

�� = " 1� 1

NNR
�
psz
p
>1
�"�1

!
> �homogenouspz

large psz
p
< 1!

���largepz

�� = " 1� 1

NNR
�
psz
p
<1
�"�1

!
< �homogenouspz :

It is convenient to rewrite equation (4) recursively through the use of the auxiliary

variables gs1t and gs2t in terms of the following three equations

gs1t = dtc
��
t

"

"� 1mc
s
ty
dH
t + ��spEt

�
�1��s�

�s
t

�t+1

��"
gs1t+1; (8)

gs2t = dtc
��
t �

s�
t y

dH
t + ��spEt

�
�1��s�

�s
t

�t+1

�(1�")�
�s�t
�s�t+1

�
gs2t+1; (9)

�s�t =
"

"� 1

24("-1)
�
1-
�
NNR

��1
(�s�t )

1�"
�

"
�
1- (NNR)�1 (�s�t )

1�"� -1
35 gs1t
gs2t
=
�spt
�spt+1

gs1t
gs2t
=

" (1� sst)
" (1� sst)� 1

gs1t
gs2t
:

(10)

Expression (10) makes clear that �rms set their optimal (relative) price (�s�t ) as

a markup (�dst =
�spt
�spt+1

) over the discounted sequence of future marginal costs (g
s1
t

gs2t
).

�dst can be named "desired markup", since it is similar to the one prevalent under

no price rigidities, except that in our model the elasticity of demand is not constant,

but instead is decreasing in the number of �rms producing in the economy, while
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increasing in the �rm�s market share,

�dst =
"

"� 1

24("-1)
�
1-
�
NNR

��1
(�s�t )

1�"
�

"
�
1- (NNR)�1 (�s�t )

1�"� -1
35 = " (1� sst)

" (1� sst)� 1
: (11)

Notice that (11) stablishes a positive association between the market share and the

markup, which are both endogenous objects in the model. The desired markup in

(11) is endogenous in the model since it depends on the price set by �rms, �s�t ,

and also on the TFP class the �rm has optimally chosen, s. From (5) the desired

markup is constant and equal to the standard case (�d = "
"�1) if there is no strategic

pricing by �rms so that @pt
@pszt

pszt
pt
= 0. Also, if there is no heterogeneity pszt

pt
= 1 and

sst =
�
NNR

��1
, which also produces a constant desired markup that is equal to the

standard case if the number of �rms is large.

Finally, in a symmetric equilibrium, in every period, a fraction 1� �sp of retailers
re-set optimally their price, ps�t , while the remaining fraction �

s
p partially index their

price by past in�ation. Consequently, the aggregate price index for retailers of each

size group (pst=
h�
NR
��1PNRs

z=1 (p
s
zt)

1�"
i 1
1�"
) evolves as follows

�s�t =

"
(epst)1�"
1� �sp

�
�
�1��s�

�s
t�1

�t

�1�" �sp
1� �sp

�epst�1�1�"
#
; (12)

where epst = pst
pt
, and the aggregate price index must satisfy the condition:

1 =
NX
s=1

(epst)1�"
N

:

3.3 Firm dynamics: Entry and transitions of intermediate

producers

The second novelty of the model is that it incorporates a complex market structure

in which intermediate good producers experience endogenous entry and transitions
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amongst (adjacent) productivity types in the following manner.

Intermediate producers are organized in di¤erent productivity classes captured

by the variable Ast , which is class but not �rm speci�c. The total amount of IP �rms

in the market as well as the number of �rms in each category is not �xed. Entry and

exit �ows as well as up-and-down transitions across the technological (and, hence,

size) scale are endogenous. On the one hand, there is a large number of potential

entrants, some of which decide optimally to enter the market. In such a case, these

�rms acquire the least productive general technology available (lowest Ast = A0t ).

On the other hand, incumbent �rms may optimally upgrade or downgrade their

technology. Without loss of generality and in order to keep the model tractable, we

assume that �rms can only move each period to either group immediately adjacent

(i.e. at t, group s only receives �rms from groups s� 1 and s+ 1). The main driver
of this up-and-down dynamics is a non-persistent idiosyncratic productivity shock

(ait) that enters the �rm production function as: yPsit =a

itA

s
t

�
ksit�1

�� �
ldsit
�1��

, where

 is the elasticity of the iid component to output. This �rm speci�c shock is drawn

from a given distribution at the beginning of every period. To determine both the

optimal entry and the upgrade/downgrade decisions we need to calculate the real

value of an entrant and a producing �rm.

The timing of events in the model is as follows. At the beginning of the period

t the distribution of �rms across productivity groups
�
Ast�1

	
is given and the idio-

syncratic productivity shock (ait) is revealed. Then �rms decide whether to change

their size and access to a di¤erent technology class or to stay at the one they were

in at t � 1. Then, the aggregate productivity shock is realized and �rms set their
demand for inputs and produce. At the end of the period, some �rms in each cate-

gory receive a death shock with probability �Fs. In order to determine the optimal

transition decisions at the beginning of period t we calculate the change in the value

of the �rm and compare it with the costs incurred in that process.

We denote by vsit the value of �rm i of size s at the beginning of period t, before

dividends are paid. Let s = 0 index the class of potential entrants with value v0t ;

�rms will enter until their value is su¢ cient to pay for the the entry costs, which

are proportional to the marginal cost of producing: f 0tmc
0
t . The current value of
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potential entrants is equal to the discounted value of the �rm that enters at t and

starts producing at t+ 1 in the least productive class s = 1, that is,8

v0t = Et�t+1
�
1� �F0

�
v1t+1 = f

0
tmc

0
t

where �t+1 = �
�t+1
�t
is the discount factor of households, who own the �rms, and �F0

is the probability of the �rm being hit by a death shock once it has paid the entry

cost but before it has started producing at all. We have dropped the i subscript,

since this problem is independent of the �rm characteristics others than the size,

captured by the superscript 0.

Before solving for the value of incumbent �rms, we �rst need to explain the

growth process. Firm productivity is made of two components: A general technology

of level, Ast , which requires a �xed cost per period F
s
t , and a sunk investment f

s
t ,

that displays persistence, and an idiosyncratic i.i.d. shock, ait, which is drawn at the

beginning of every period from the distribution F (i).9 Therefore, once the individual

productivity is revealed, �rms decide whether to buy a superior general technology

(As+1t ) paying fLs+1t , to remain as they are, or to move to a lower class (As�1t )

receiving a disinvestment payment (fSs�1t ). In so doing �rms compare the expected

gains from growth/or downgrade with the sunk cost and with the di¤erences in �xed

costs of production.10

Let us de�ne aLst+1 as the realization of the idiosyncratic productivity shock such

that a �rm in class s is indi¤erent between moving up to s + 1 and staying at s;

every �rm with an idiosyncratic draw above aLst+1 will chose to upgrade. Likewise,

8The value of �rms can be de�ned at the end of period (like in Bilbiie, Ghironi and Melitz, 2012),
because entrants do not start to produce until the following period, or at the beginning (like in
Bergin, Feng and Lin (2016)), because entrants start to produce immediately. In our case we de�ne
it at the beginning of the period to make it consistent with the size decision, which is taken at that
moment. The value of entrants is equal to the value of producing �rms with lowest technology,
since the surviving entrants join this group.

9Fixed costs per period F st , are necessary to have a non-degenerate distribution of �rms in
each size/general technology level. The sunk investment to grow fLst or the capital gain when
downgrading fSst are necessary to have di¤erent thresholds for upgrading and downgrading.
10This payment would be equivalent to receiving the residual value from liquidating some assets

when downgrading.
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there is a lower threshold aSst+1 such that a �rm is indi¤erent between keeping using

the technology of the class s or moving downwards to a lower technology class s� 1.
Then, the value of incumbent �rm i of size s at the beginning of period t, before

dividends are paid, is

vsit=d
vFs
t a

i;("�1)
t -F st + Et�t+1

�
1-�Fs

� 
vs+1t+1

Z 1

aLst+1

di+ vs�1t+1

Z aSst+1

0

di+vst+1

Z aLst+1

aSst+1

di

!
(13)

est = Et�t+1
�
1� �Fs

� 
vs+1t+1

Z 1

aLst+1

di+ vs�1t+1

Z aSst+1

0

di+ vst+1

Z aLst+1

aSst+1

di

!
; (14)

where we have made use of the fact that �rm pro�ts (dFsit ) can be expressed as the

average variable pro�t per �rm (dvFst ) times its idiosyncratic productivity (ai;("�1)t ),

minus the �xed costs (F st ).
11 For the sake of simplicity, when solving the model

we calibrate the parameter  = ("� 1)�1 to make pro�ts linear in idiosyncratic
productivity. In addition, est is the end of period value of �rm i of size s, which

is our measure of equity price. Note that all components of this expression are

independent of the idiosyncratic productivity level except for the multiplicative term

in front of the pro�ts (we assume that �rms take the average as given). The forward

looking component of the equity price depends on the new draw from the underlying

distribution which has a constant average, normalized to 1.

Then, the conditions determining �rm demographics beyond entry will be

Growth decision vs+1it � vsit � fLs+1t

Downsize decision vsit � vs�1it � fSs�1t

Exit decision v1it � fS0t
11It can be shown that the pro�ts of intermediate producers are equal to

dFsit =

�
psit
pt
�mcsit

�
ysit =

1

"� 1mc
s
ity

s
it = d

vFs
t a

i;("�1)
t
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which result in the following thresholds:

upgrade technology if ait � aLst

aLst =

"��
F s+1t + fLs+1t

�
� F st

�
�
�
es+1t � est

�
dvFs+1t � dvFst

# 1
"�1

downgrade technology if ait � aSst

aSst =

"�
F st �

�
F s�1t + fSs�1t

��
�
�
est � es�1t

�
dvFst � dvFs�1t

# 1
"�1

exit the market if

0 � aS1t =

�
F 1t � fS0t � e1t

dvF1t

� 1
"�1

Given these decision rules, the dynamics of �rms by class are given by

N s
t+1 =

24 �R 1
aLs�1t+1

di
� �
1� �Fs�1

�
N s�1
t

+
�R aSs+1t+1

0
di
� �
1� �Fs+1

�
N s+1
t +

�R aLst+1
aSst+1

di
� �
1� �Fs

�
N s
t

35 ; (15)

and the total number of operating and thus dividend-yielding �rms (NH) evolves as

NH
t+1 =

NX
s=1

N s
t+1 =

NX
s=0

�
1� �Fs

�
N s
t : (16)

3.4 Calibration and steady state

Without loss of generality, in our simulation exercises we will assume just two pro-

ductivity categories (1; 2) over and above that of entrants (indexed by s = 0). The

model has 29 calibrated parameters, some of which determine the steady state solu-

tion (columns 1-3 of Table 1), while others a¤ect only the model dynamics. These

parameters have been calibrated either using consensus values taken from the lit-

erature or were chosen to reproduce some data moments. In particular, we aim

at approximating the stylized facts of the industrial structure, as well as the main
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macroeconomic ratios of the euro area economy, as represented by the average of

the four largest country members, in bold in the fourth column of Table 2. The �rst

block of these (top block in bold) refers to long run (steady-state) ratios of the whole

economy, the second one refers to characteristics of entrant �rms, while the last two

blocks refer to characteristics of large and small �rms.

Table 1. Baseline Calibration

steady state parameters dynamics parameters

� = :99 " = "w = 10 ' = 6

# = � = 1 �H = :372 �E = 0

� = �F= :025 AL = 1:9 AS = :9

f 0 = :11 fL2 = 2:05 fS1 = �1
fS0 = �:19 F 1 = :024 F 2 = :51

� = :1 y = :125

� = �w = :125 �A = :7

�p = �w = :896 �m = 0

R = :8 �d = :9

� = 1:7 �mu = :7

First, it is worth noting that a model of �rm entry with capital poses additional

problems for determinacy and non-explosiveness of the solution, since entry might

potentially generate increasing returns to capital. This problem can be circumvented

by assuming that new entrants do not need capital to produce (see Bilbiie, Ghironi

and Melitz, 2012), which allows for a wider parameter space but still more reduced

than under the no capital accumulation case.

We start by setting the parameters that a¤ect only the dynamics of the model

(right Panel of Table 1). The parameters of the Taylor rule are set to the standard

estimation results for the Euro area (Clarida, Galí, and Gertler, 2000). On the

nominal side, the Calvo and the indexation to in�ation parameters for prices and

wages are similar to the values generally obtained for the euro area (Smets and

Wouters, 2005), while a very small adjustment cost for investment (�) is assumed.

Then we set the parameters that a¤ect mainly the economy-wide steady state

ratios and the characteristics of entrants. The discount factor � is consistent with

an annualized real interest rate of 2:5 percent and an in�ation objective of 2 percent,

so that the steady state annual nominal interest rate (R) is 4:5 percent. The depre-

ciation rate of capital is consistent with an annual depreciation of 10 per cent. The

calibration of utility parameters is quite standard, with log utility of consumption
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(� = 1). The Frisch elasticity of labor supply is 1 (1=#) in line with the �ndings of

the microeconomics literature (Browning, Hansen, and Heckman, 1999). The labor

supply coe¢ cient is set to 6, while the elasticity of substitution between di¤erent

types of intermediate goods produced (") and between di¤erent labour types ("w),

implies a steady state markup of around 10 percent, both in line with estimated

DSGE models (Fernández-Villaverde, 2010). The labour share of incumbents is set

equal to the value in the data for the EA average, while the one of entrants is set

to 1. Finally, the �rms�death rate �F is such that 10 percent of annual production

is destroyed (Bilbiie, Ghironi and Melitz, 2012, and Bernard, Redding, and Schott,

2010). The entry cost fE is one of the main determinants of the characteristics of

entrant �rms. A low level of this parameter, 0:11, guarantees that entrant �rms

represent in the steady state a small share of production and employment, similar

to the data.

The last set of parameters determines the di¤erences across incumbent �rms.

In a simple model without heterogeneity, �rms�productivity levels are set equal to

the average (AL=AS=1). This calibration delivers model steady state ratios for the

share of consumption in �nal demand, the labour share and the capital to GDP

ratio fairly close to the ones in the data, while entrant �rms characteristics are well

approximated, except for their size (see �rst column of the right hand side Panel of

Table 2).
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Table 2. Stylized facts of �rms by size model vs data

Germany France Italy Spain Average no het baseline
All firms
l 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.28 0.3
c/yH 0.77 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.81
k/(4*yH) 3.4 5.1 2.6 3.4 3.6 2.4 1.4
w*ldH/yH 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.2
r*k/yH 0.84 1.29 0.65 0.86 0.91 0.34 0.19
labour share (%) 72.3 73.1 62.4 62.8 67.7 62.8 62.8
Total Factor Productivity (TFP)  1.29 0.85 1.03 1.06 1.0 1.0
TFP small firms (119 empl)  1.27 0.81 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9
TFP large firms (20+ empl)  1.48 1.35 1.9 1.6 1.0 1.9

Entrants
size (relative to incumbents) (%) 0.24 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.43 4 0.35
% of all firms 1.3 2.9 1.9 2.6 2.2 2.6 3.4
% of employment 1.2 5.4 3.7 2.1 3.1 8 1.2
% of small firms 95.3 90.7 95.6 98.3 95.0 50 99.5
% of employment by small firms 43.5 37.9 45.1 42.2 42.2 50 98.4

Large / small firms (20+ / 119 employees)
Total Factor Productivity  1.2 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.0 2.1
Labour productivity (vacf/empl) 1.9 1.6 1.9 2.0 1.9 1.0 2.1
firms' size (employment) 25 40 19 18 26 1.0 18
firms' size (production) 55 37 48 37 44 1.0 37

Small firms (119 employees)
% of all firms 81 90 93 89 88 50 89
% of employment 15 19 41 31 26 50 46
% of production 8 13 27 18 16 50 18

stylized facts

Source: Eurostat, OECD and authors own calculations.

In the second column of the right hand side Panel of Table 2 we allow for dif-

ferences across incumbents, by setting the �xed costs of production and the costs of

upgrading/downgrading to match the proportion of large and small �rms in the data

(12 vs 88 per cent, respectively) as well as the probabilities of transition across these
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categories (0:4 per cent and 1:5 per cent, respectively).12 With respect to the �rms�

productivity di¤erences between small and large, we set them initially at the values

observed in the data for Spain, which is the country with the greatest polarization

of the four considered, to then change them for the di¤erent exercises shown. This

allows the model to match fairly well the observed size of low productivity �rms

and their share of the whole economy in terms of production and, to a lesser extent,

employment, while matching slightly better the characteristics of entrants without

worsening the economy-wide steady state ratios.

4 Industry structure, technology, competition and

barriers to entry

In this section we analyze to what extent our model is consistent with the empirical

evidence related to the industry structure in advanced economies, discussed in Sec-

tion 2. In the context of the calibrated version of the model in which we consider

just two types of �rms (small and large), we simulate the e¤ects of changes in the

main parameters of the model and look at the response of market shares, markups,

investment and �rm dynamics.13 We focus on the three main drivers of the current

trends in market structures that have been put forward recently in the literature:

polarization of technology -caused by an increase of the TFP of the most e¢ cient

�rms (AL)-, increase in competition -re�ected through the rise of the substitutability

among varieties (")-, and the rise of barriers to entry -through a varying magnitude

of the �xed initial cost, f 0.14

12This information is only available for Spain, Italy and the US as far as we are aware. There-
fore, we set these probabilities close to the values obtained for Spanish manufacturing �rms over
the period 2001-2007, from the CBI dataset (Central de Balances Integrada), and for Italian man-
ufacturing �rms from Schivardi and Torrini (2004).
13We set the steady state TFP level in the two �rm classes to 0:9 and 1:9, for the small and large

�rms, respectively, as estimated for Spanish data in Fernández and López (2014).
14We have also analyzed the impact of changes in other parameters of the model like the sunk

costs of upgrading or downgrading in the technology ladder by �rms, changes in �rms�death rate,
etc. The impact on the most relevant features of the distribution of �rms of changes in these
parameters is small so that we do not present them here. They are available on request. The
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The permanent e¤ects unchained by changes in the previous key parameters

are depicted in Figures 1-6 below. Although the steady state e¤ects are in some

cases small, we still look at the qualitative direction of the impact, bearing in mind

the empirical facts discussed in Section 2. The complexity of the model restricts

signi�cantly the range of values consistent with a solution for some parameters. In

particular, the changes associated to the entry costs are small because the model only

allows for small deviations from the baseline calibration of the �xed cost of entry.

Figure 1: Facts 1 & 2 - Market share of production & employment
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(a) Productivity large �rms (b) Competition (") (c) Cost of entry

Fact 1: Generalized increase in market shares by large �rms. Our model
is consistent with market share polarization regardless of the underlying cause behind

this pattern. All the three factors identi�ed by Gutiérrez, Jones and Philippon (2019)

for the U.S. economy (technology improvement, competition and entry barriers),

contribute in the model to raise the market share in sales by larger �rms, and thus

to the polarization of the distribution of �rms by size observed in the data (see dotted

blue lines in Figure 1). As more productive �rms become even more e¢ cient, they

are able to reduce their prices and gain a larger market share. Also, when varieties

become closer substitutes to each other, more e¢ cient �rms are able to capture a

larger fraction of the market. Finally, an increase in the entry costs also favors larger

�rms since the proportion of new (small) entrants falls. These results hold not only

for the share of each �rm but also when we restrict to the aggregate output of the

change in entry costs (f0) is also very tiny, which is re�ected in small movements of the variables of
interest. We depict them in the pictures for the sake of completeness although we do not comment
on them when their quantitative impacts is almost negligible.
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class of more e¢ cient �rms.

Fact 2: Stronger concentration in sales than in employment and di-
minishing labor share of larger �rms. The model predicts that concentration
in employment proceeds at a lower pace than concentration in sales. In some cir-

cumstances they even move in opposite directions. In the model, the increase in

the market share (blue dotted lines in Figure 1) may or may not be accompanied

by a parallel increase in the share in employment (red dashed lines in Figure 1).

When the market share increases due to competition, both forms of concentration

move in the same direction and by similar magnitudes (Figure 1, panel b). A rise

in entry costs moves sales concentration and employment concentration in opposite

directions, which implies that bigger �rms concentrate a lower proportion of total

employment in the industry (Figure 1, right panel c).

When the increase in sales concentration is the result of a technological advantage,

the share of employment by large �rms remains roughly constant and even decays

somewhat beyond some value of AL (Figure 1, left panel a). This implies that

the labor share is again falling in those �rms showing a substantial technological

advantage, consistent with the empirical evidence and with the superstar �rm theory

of Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson, and Van Reenen (2018), which suggests that �rms

at the technological frontier end up employing a decreasing proportion of the labor

force (scale without mass).15

15Notice that in our model there is a homogeneous labor market and the real wage is the same
in all �rms.
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Figure 2: Fact 3 - Aggregate Productivity gap among �rms
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Fact 3: The productivity and TFP gaps among �rms have widened.
Regardless of the cause behind the increase in sales concentration, shown in Fact 1

above, we observe that the distance in TFP between more e¢ cient and less e¢ cient

�rms widen when output concentration heightens (see Figure 2). The result in Figure

2.a stems directly from the increase in AL, but the increase in TFP polarization

caused by the rise in " (Figure 2.b) is less straightforward. The intensi�cation of

competition that widens the advantage of large �rms incentivizes more �rms to incur

in the upgrading cost to acquire a technology of class AL. So the group of e¢ cient

�rms is now larger in absolute terms and also in relation to the group of less e¢ cient

ones. It must be noted that the result of the simulation depicted in �gure 2.b does

not exactly correspond with the empirical evidence reported in Fact 3. What the real

data tell is that the TFP gap between the �rms at the technological frontier and the

rest has widened in recent years. In fact, this occurs in our model since some �rms

that were previously in the technology group AS have now moved upwards with a

higher TFP. Firms that were already in the upper technology group (AL) for low

levels of the elasticity of substitution do not move upwards, since we are restricting

ourselves to two categories. In a model with endogenous growth, arguably, these

�rms would also be interested in investing in better technologies, thus pushing the

technology frontier up. Similarly, an increase in the cost of entry reduces the number

of entrants to the group of smaller �rms and thus increases the relative proportion
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of more e¢ cient ones (see Figure 2.c).

Figure 3: Fact 4 - Response of markups and the source of increase in market share
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Fact 4. Markup increase. The expression (11) helps us understand the e¤ect
of steady state changes in the markup.

�dst =
" (1� sst)

" (1� sst)� 1
:

The increase in AL raises the market share of large �rms and hence their markup(see

Figure 3a). The increase in the intensity of competition (") depresses the markup

of all �rms regardless of their productivity (downward sloping blue line in Figure

3b), but this e¤ect is stronger for small �rms whose market share falls, pushing their

markup further down. More e¢ cient �rms gain market share by taking advantage of

their technological superiority to reduce prices and, hence, their markup falls by less

than those of small less e¢ cient �rms (upward sloping red line in Figure 3b).16 This

is consistent with the results in Syverson (2018, 2019) who shows that the diverging

response of market shares and markups in response to an increase in the elasticity of

substitution occurs in models in which some �rms have some technological advantage

16Using expressions (6) and (11) we can see that @�
ds
t

@sst
> 0. Also @�dst

@" is unambiguously negative
for the less e�cient �rms with a relative price above 1. For (more e¢ cient) �rms with relative price
below 1, this derivative is negative but its absolute value is lower than that of the less e¢ cient ones,
and is also decreasing in ", which explains the lines in Figure 3b.
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over the rest in the market.

Figure 4: Fact 5 - Reduction in �rm dynamics and entry
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Fact 5: Reduction in business dynamism (�rm entry). Figure 4 depicts
several scenarios featuring a rise in market concentration. Firm entry falls, in all

of cases, although for di¤erent reasons. The rise in the entry costs discourages

entry for obvious reasons (Figure 4 panel c). If the rise in concentration is caused

by an improvement in the technology of more e¢ cient �rms then their competitive

advantage rises vis a vis the smaller companies which again reduces the markup

of the latter (Figure 4 panel a). Potential entrants are small and will most likely

remain so, unless they enjoy a sequence of positive shocks that would make them

candidates to move up in the e¢ ciency ladder. To the extent that the probability of

remaining small for longer gets higher, the incentives for entering the market weaken

and, as a result, the large to small �rms ratio increases. At some point, though, this

ratio bends down as the potential high markups of the top technology �rms actually

encourages entry again.

When there is an intensi�cation in competition (rising " as in Figure 4 panel

b) then the across the board reduction in the markup has a similar discouraging

incidence on entry. In this case though, the number of large �rms falls relative to the

small ones. The fall in the markup undermines the incentive to incur in the costs of

technological upgrading and reduces the relative number of high-technology �rms.

This channel operating through enhanced competition is the one that a¤ects entry
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more strongly, displaying signi�cant e¤ects even as we consider small changes in ".

Figure 5: Fact 6 - Reduction in investment rate (i/y)
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Fact 6: Sustained reduction in the aggregate investment rate. The re-
sponse of the investment rate in the model depends on the cause of the rise in

market concentration (see Figure 5). If the latter is driven by either technologi-

cal improvements or an increase in entry costs then the aggregate investment rate

declines slightly (Figure 5 panels a and c). In the �rst case, �rms optimally chose

to upgrade their technology rather than investing in productive capital, as in the

margin it gives them a stronger advantage in terms of e¢ ciency to reduce costs and

gain market share. The incentive to invest in more e¢ cient technologies still exists

as competition increases (Figure 5 panel b) but it is weaker in this case. Thus, �rms

face the increase in demand by rising the use of productive factors. When varieties

become so close substitutes that even small di¤erences in e¢ ciency matter most

(very large "), the incentive to upscale the technology kicks in and the investment
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rate stabilizes.

Figure 6: Fact 7 - Increase in pro�t share and reduction in capital share (rk/y)
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Fact 7: Declining capital share and rising participation of pro�ts in
total income. In all three panels of Figure 6, the pro�t rate and the capital share
move in opposite directions, as observed in the data (See Barkai, 2019, among others).

The capital share basically follows the same pattern as the investment rate discussed

above. On the other hand, more e¢ cient technologies and higher entry costs both

push the pro�ts of incumbent �rms up, whereas the intensi�cation of competition

puts pressure on the markups reducing the pro�t share too.

Facts 8 and 9 refer to the response of output and markups to transitory tech-
nology and monetary shocks respectiveky and will be discussed in the next section

5 Market shares, markups and in�ation

The empirical facts reviewed in section 2 draw a clear picture of an increase in

polarization generated by innovations and new business models in most industries.

This is particularly clear in the U.S. for which there is more abundant evidence, but

also in other OECD economies. This is best re�ected in the increase in the market

share of top �rms in technologically advanced economies. In this section we discuss

the short run dynamics of the model to show how this increase in market share by

a few �rms dampens their price adjustments in the face of shocks to the marginal

cost, thus weakening the movements of the aggregate in�ation rate.

In a world of competitive Bertrand pricing, more e¢ cient �rms, that also dis-
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play larger market shares, will partially absorb shocks to their marginal cost, thus

moderating the response of their markups. Also, these �rms carry a large weight

in the aggregate CPI. Thus, regardless of its causes, a rise in market concentration

a¤ects the Phillips curve. We now investigate the e¤ect of �rm heterogeneity on the

response of the in�ation rate to di¤erent shocks. We show that the long run process

of �rm polarization observed over the last decades causes, according to the logic of

the model, a �attening of the Phillips Curve.

5.1 The Phillips curve and the dynamics of market power

Key to understanding the di¤erences of our setup with respect to the standard New

Keynesian one (with homogeneous �rms and Dixit-Stiglitz monopolistic competition)

is the speci�cation of the Phillips curve in both settings. In the model of this paper,

the dynamics of in�ation are driven by price stickiness that occurs at the intermediate

retailers (IR) level. Log linearizing the pricing block of the model, i.e. equations (8),

(9), (10), (12), and after some algebra, the dynamics of in�ation of �rms in the

technology class s can be represented as,

�b�st � �sb�st�1� =

�
1� �sp

� �
1� ��sp

�
�sp

cmcst + �Et �b�st+1 � �sb�st� (17)

+
1� �sp
�sp

�b�dst � ��spEtb�dst+1�+ ef ��bepst�
where ef ��bepst� =

 �
�sp� � 1

� �
1� �sp

�
�sp

!bepst :
Aside from the term ef ��bepst� that we describe below, the most relevant new com-
ponent in this representation of the Phillips curve, as compared to the one in the

standard New Keynesian model, is the term in the current and expected desired

markup (b�dst � ��spEtb�dst+1). As a �rst approximation, its role is equivalent to the
markup shocks that are often exogenously introduced in the Phillips curve to gen-

erate cost push shocks to in�ation in a way that removes the divine coincidence

(Blanchard and Galí, 2007; International Monetary Fund, 2019a). However, the cru-
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cial di¤erence is that desired markups here enter endogenously in the equation and

they themselves respond to changes in in�ation. In fact, making use of the equations

(11), (6) and (12) we can show that,

b�dst = 1

1 + �s�p
b�s�pt = ss�

(1� ss�) (" (1� ss�)� 1)bss�t ; (18)

bss�t = � ("� 1) b�s�t ; (19)

b�s�t = �sp
1� �sp

b�st + bepst : (20)

Expression (18) con�rms that changes in the desired markup are positively related

to changes in the market share, implying that the markup that �rms are able to

charge on expected future marginal costs is increasing in their market power.17 As

expected, the market share diminishes when �rms in the s technological category rise

their relative price, as re�ected by (19). And, �nally, the connection between relative

prices and in�ation in the s category is captured by (20). As in�ation increases in

that category (e.g. due to shocks to the marginal cost) so does the optimal price of

�rms relative to the aggregate price. Combining all these elements, the mechanism

linking heterogeneity and strategic pricing with in�ation becomes clear. Positive

shocks to the marginal cost in a given technological class s increase the in�ation rate

through the usual Calvo lottery channel, but this ends up eroding market power of

�rms in that category, which leads them to charge a lower markup on their expected

marginal costs, thus moderating the in�ation rise. (A symmetric response occurs

following negative shocks to marginal costs.)

These e¤ects can be better viewed in a more compact form by plugging (18), (19)

and (20) into (17), so that the dynamics of in�ation in the s technological class can

17We impose the condition " (1� ss�) > 1, which is equivalent to the condition " > 1 in a
monopolistic competition model with no strategic pricing (so that the �rm�s market share would
not a¤ect its pricing) or one in which �rms are homogenous in TFP and size (that would imply
that ss� is arbitrarily small).
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be expressed as,

�b�st � �sb�st�1� = �
1 + �sp�

s
N

1 + �sN

�
| {z }
Heterogeneity e¤ect

�Et
�b�st+1 � �sb�st� (21)

+

z }| {�
1

1 + �sN

� �
1� �sp

� �
1� ��sp

�
�sp

cmcst
�
�

1

1 + �sN

� �
1� �sp

� �
1� ��sp

�
�sp

bast| {z }
�rm dynamics e¤ect

+ f
�e�bepst� ;

where

�sN =
("� 1) ss�

(1-ss�) (" (1-ss�)� 1) > 0;
�
@�sN
@"

�
sRs�

< 0;
@�sN
@ss�

> 0;

bast = �s+1N
bN s+1
t�1 + �

s
N
bN s
t�1 + �

s�1
N
bN s�1
t�1 + �

s
abast + �s�1a bas�1t

f
�
�bepst� = �

�
1� �sp� + �sN

� �
1� �sp

�
�sp (1 + �

s
N)

bepst + �1� �sp� �sN�sp (1 + �
s
N)
��spEtbepst+1;

and �sN and �
s
a are convolutions of structural parameters. The term bast captures the

e¤ect of �rm dynamics, that is, changes in the composition of average productivity

shocks of �rms of type s as well as changes in the number of �rms in this technology

group due to upgrading and downgrading to and from adjacent classes. Changes in

this term are small at the business cycle frequency and so is their impact on in�ation

rates. Also, due to heterogeneity in productivity across �rms, a term representing

the impact of the change in relative prices, f
�
�bepst�, shows up. The quantitative

relevance of this term on the dynamics of in�ation is also second order.

According to (21), in�ation dynamics in our model can be understood as deter-

mined, as in the standard New Keynesian case, solely by the dynamics of marginal

costs and expected in�ation, but now their coe¢ cients are pre-multiplied by (a func-

tion) of the parameter �sN , which represents the heterogeneity e¤ect. The value of �
s
N
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depends entirely on the elasticity of substitution among varieties and on the steady

state market share of each type of �rms which in turn depends on the optimal rela-

tive price, �s�(see (7)). In particular, the larger is the market share of �rms of type

s, the stronger the heterogeneity e¤ect and the smaller the response of in�ation to

changes in the marginal cost. The next prposition shows that our model delivers the

Marshall�s strong second law of demand (Baqaee, Farhi and Sangani, 2021; Melitz,

2018):

Proposition 1 In the canonical Neo Keynesian DSGE with standard CES prefer-
ences, �rms with a higher (lower) markup display lower (higher) pass-throughs (i.e.

the Marshall�s strong second law of demand holds) if there is TFP heterogeneity and

�rms set their price taking into account its e¤ect on the market price.

Proof. The positve sign of @�
s
N

@ss� > 0 and, from (11), the positive association between

�rms markups and market shares @�
d�

@ss� > 0, imply that
@�sN
@�d� > 0. and hence that �rms

with higher markups display lower desired pass-throughs.18

The intuition behind this result can be gained again by looking at (18), that shows

how the impact of changes in the market share on the desired markup is increasing in

the steady state market share itself. Firms with less e¢ cient technologies will charge

a price above the market average, i.e. a relative price above one (�s� > 1); because

of this, their market share (sst =
�
NNR (�s�)"�1

��1 ) 0) will tend to zero thus

making the impact of further changes in the market share on their desired markup

negligible. More e¢ cient �rms charge a price below the market average (�s� < 1)

and will achieve a signi�cant market share as time goes by, implying that the im-

pact of variations in their market share on the desired markup are signi�cant. Thus

the model prediction in this respect is consistent with the recent results obtained

by Amiti, Itskhoki, and Konings (2019), who �nd that strategic pricing is irrelevant

for less e¢ cient �rms with negligible market shares, whereas it can be of �rst or-

der importance for the more technologically advanced ones with substantial market

shares.
18Notice that this result does not require heterogeneity in the calvo probability to change prices,

since �sN depends only on the steady state market share of �rms in group s (s
s�) and on the elasticity

of substitution between varieties (").
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Both �rm heterogeneity and startegic pricing are jointly necessary for the het-

erogeneity e¤ect to be �rst order. If there is no strategic price competition, then
@p
@ps�

ps�

p
= 0, and the desired markup coincides with the standard case, �d = "

"�1
and �sN = 0. In this case the expression in (21) boils down to the standard NKPC.

In other words, if there is no strategic pricing, the presence of �rms with di¤erent

technologies is basically irrelevant as far as the dynamics of aggregate in�ation is

concerned, since all intermediate retailers would perceive their desired markup as

constant and unresponsive to market shares and pricing. On the other hand, even

in the presence of strategic pricing, if �rms are homogeneous (equally productive

and hence with a relative price equal to 1) the market share of intermediate retail-

ers would be constant and proportionally inverse to the number of �rms; thus for

su¢ ciently large NNR, again �s�p would get arbitrarily close to �", making �sN very
small with a negligible impact on in�ation dynamics.19

Firm heterogeneity and strategic pricing together reduce the magnitude of the

coe¢ cients of the drivers of in�ation that appear in the standard NKPC, dampening

the response of the in�ation rate to current and expected future marginal costs.

This e¤ect carries over to the aggregate in�ation rate. Using equation (2), aggregate

in�ation can be expressed as the weighted average of the in�ation rates of each �rm-

size, where the weights are the steady state market shares of intermediate retailers

(ss� = (�s�)1�"

NNR ) so that b�t =PN
s=1 s

s�b�st and we can write the aggregate NKPC as b�t- NX
s=1

ss��sb�st�1
!
=

24 PN
s=1 s

s�
�
1+�sp�

s
N

1+�sN

�
�Et

�b�st+1-�sb�st�
+
PN

s=1 s
s�
�

1
1+�sN

�
(1��sp)(1���sp)

�sp

�cmcst -bast�
35 : (22)

Therefore, as shown in (22), aggregate in�ation dynamics are strongly in�uenced by

19If the number of �rms NNR is su¢ ciently small so that the entry and exit of �rms changes
signi�cantly the market share of each of them, we would obtain a moderating e¤ect on in�ation
qualitatively similar to the heterogeneity e¤ect described here. This mechanism is present in the
model developed by Etro and Rossi (2015). However, whereas there is evidence suggesting that
concentration has increased substantially in many industries over the recent decades, there is no
indication that the number of �rms in the average market has decreased signi�cantly to justify the
moderation of in�ation responses.
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the pricing behavior of large �rms,20 which in turn react less to changes in their

marginal costs. Hence, as market share polarization increases, the aggregate Phillips

curve gets �atter.

As in Etro and Rossi (2015), the assumption of Bertrand pricing gives a role to

the elasticity of substitution between varieties (") as a determinant of the slope of the

Phillips curve. An increase in substitutability among varieties �attens the Phillips

curve out, which is consistent with the extended intuition that in more competitive

environments (higher ") in�ation is less responsive to shocks. Nonetheless, unlike in

their model, now the e¤ect of this parameter is not straightforward since it a¤ects

the response of in�ation in several di¤erent ways.

Speci�cally, in our model, there are three channels through which " a¤ects pric-

ing. Two of them are captured by the negative sign of @�
s
N

@"
keeping sRs� constant�n

@�sN
@"

o
sRs�

< 0
�
. According to this sign, an increase in the elasticity of substitution

would reduce the heterogeneity e¤ect, making the Phillips curve steeper. This is the

net result of two opposite e¤ects. On the one hand, there is a pure competition ef-

fect captured by (19) so that an increase in " strengthens the response of the market

share to changes in the relative price of �rms as it should be expected as competition

intensi�es. But on the other hand, in a more competitive market, the response of

the markup to the market share is smaller, as re�ected by (18). Since the second

e¤ect dominates the former, it becomes apparent that stronger competition weakens

the heterogeneity e¤ect, and hence augments the response of in�ation. In fact there

is a third channel that is not captured by the previous derivative term since, as

shown previously, in a world of technological heterogeneity across �rms, an increase

in the elasticity of substitution among goods also increases the market share of the

most e¢ cient �rms (see (6)) reinforcing the heterogeneity e¤ect. The increase in "

also reduces the market share of the less e¢ cient �rms, thus reducing their weight

in the aggregate CPI in�ation, which further contributes to reduce the slope of the

aggregate Phillips curve.

20Which is constent with the claim by Gabaix (2011) in the sense that "...the distribution of
�rm sizes is very fat-tailed ... and idiosyncratic shocks to large �rms a¤ect aggregate outcomes.
. . . This mechanism might explain a large part of the volatility of many aggregate quantities other
than output, for instance, ... in�ation..."
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5.2 In�ation and the market share: TFP shocks

Next we conduct a series of simulations to analyze how changes in the market struc-

ture of an economy that a¤ect the distribution of �rms in terms of their technology

a¤ect the response of in�ation to a common (neutral) technological shock. We show

the responses of in�ation to this shock under di¤erent structural scenarios, char-

acterized by di¤erences in the dispersion of TFP across �rms and in the elasticity

of substitution between varieties. Again, we do not look at other determinants of

the distribution of �rms, like entry costs, upgrading and downgrading sunk costs,

or �rms�death rates that, as we discussed in the previous section, have a negligible

impact on market shares and hence do not have a �rst order e¤ect on the slope of

the Phillips curve.21

21In particular, in the case of entry costs, the fact that entry in the market is calibrated to be
(realistically) small and that entrants are small �rms explains that the impact of this change is
of lesser importance, as compared with the other causes of increased market concentration. The
�gures corresponding to these cases are available upon request.
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Figure 7 Impulse responses of in�ation to a neutral TFP shock

under a 20% increase in parameter:

a) All �rms�productivity (A)
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Figure 7 depicts the di¤erences in the responses of aggregate and sectorial in-

�ation to neutral TFP shock in alternative steady state fAS, AL, "g scenarios. In
Panel a, we compare the impulse responses in the benchmark economy (blue dotted

lines) with one in which both AS and AL increase proportionally, leaving fAS �ALg
unchanged (red dashed lines). Given this proportional change, that does not a¤ect

the market share of �rms, there is no di¤erence in the dynamics of in�ation (neither

in the aggregate rate nor in the in�ation rate of each class of �rms) across the two

steady state scenarios. Nevertheless, this exercise con�rms that, consistent with the

theoretical discussion above, the in�ation rate of large �rms reacts much less than
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that of small �rms. Furthermore, the ratio of the in�ation response to the change

in the marginal cost in each TFP category (a rough approximation to the slope of

the Phillips curve) is much smaller for large �rms with a high market share. Less

e¢ cient �rms�in�ation responds on impact in scale of 0:1 with respect to the shock

to their marginal cost, whereas �rms with a larger market share respond much less

(0:01, see Table 3)

In Panel b we compare this responses in the benchmark scenario described in

the calibration (AS = 0; 93; AL = 1; 84) against those in an alternative one in which

the productivity of the more e¢ cient �rms is 20 percent higher (AL = 2; 19). As

was shown in the previous section, this shock contributes to polarize the market,

widening the gap in market shares between large and small �rms. Hence, this shock

exacerbates the di¤erence in the response of in�ation across the two types of �rms.

As the productivity of more e¢ cient �rms (AL) has increased, their market share

goes up and thus they respond even less to the shock to marginal costs, which is

re�ected in a less volatile aggregate in�ation rate. In fact, these �rms�in�ation now

responds on impact a 20 per cent less with respect to the shock to their marginal

cost, whereas the in�ation of less e¢ cient ones does not change their response (see

Table 3). Moreover, in�ation volatility goes down by 26 per cent, driven by the drop

in the volatility of large �rms�in�ation (see Table 4 below).22

The opposite result is obtained if AS, rather than AL increases (Panel c). In this

case, as the industrial structure becomes more homogenous and the market share of

the largest �rms fall, their in�ation becomes more sensitive to their drivers and so

does the aggregate in�ation rate.

22The qualitative e¤ect is clear, although the quantitative change in the response of in�ation
is not large. Nonetheless, notice that the increase in AL by 20 percent only induces a moderate
increase in market share of large �rms of 2:4 percentage points.
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Table 3: Ratio of the impulse response of in�ation

to the one of marginal cost on impact

Large Small Large/Small

Baseline

20% increase in parameter:

Productivity of ALL �rms (A)

Productivity of LARGE �rms (AL)

Productivity of SMALL �rms (AS)

Elasticity of demand (")

0:010

0:010

0:008

0:014

0:008

0:100

0:101

0:103

0:096

0:104

0:10

0:10

0:08

0:14

0:08

We saw in the previous section that the change in the elasticity of substitution (")

is one possible, and powerful, explanation of the market share increase by the most

technologically advanced �rms. The theoretical discussion of the determinants of

the Phillips curve revealed that changes in " had an ambiguous e¤ect on the slope of

the Phillips curve since it operates through several, potentially diverging, channels.

The overall e¤ect of a permanent change in " is nonetheless unambiguous according

to the impulse responses in face of a positive neutral TFP shock in Figure 7, Panel

d. We also �nd that in a more competitive environment (driven by an increase of "

from 10 up to 12, that implies a reduction in the average markup of �rms by about

4 percentage points) the in�ation rate response diminishes. In particular, the model

produces a drop in the ratio of the impact response of in�ation relative to that of

the marginal cost by the more technologically advanced �rms of 20 per cent, in line

with the result obtained under an increase of AL (Table 3).

It is important to notice that this e¤ect is not the usual competition e¤ect that

makes prices more sensitive to competition, as in standard models. As discussed

above, the standard competition e¤ect is indeed present through equation (19) but

it is dominated by the diminished impact of market shares on desired markups (equa-

tion (18)), making the heterogeneity e¤ect weaker
�n

@�sN
@"

o
sRs�

�
. The critical mecha-

nism that overturns this diminishing impact on the heterogeneity e¤ect goes against
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the conventional intuition. In particular, it relies on the fact that higher substi-

tutability among varieties (that can be interpreted as a pro-competition shock) actu-

ally pushes the market share of technological advanced �rms up (see (6)) and, hence,

makes their market share more sensitive to changes in their own price, providing

incentives for this �rms to moderate their changes in prices.

5.3 Other shocks

The moderating e¤ect on the in�ation response market polarization also occurs in

response to other types of shocks. Figure 9 depicts the responses of in�ation to three

alternative shocks hitting monetary policy, preferences and labor supply, comparing

two alternative �rm polarization scenarios driven either by changes in AL (panels

a-c) or in " (panel d).

Regardless of its cause behind higher polarization, the in�ation response by large

�rms to all the shocks is, whether positive or negative, weaker than that of the

smaller companies. Moreover, polarization in the market share of �rms, whether

caused by technology or competition exacerbates these di¤erences between small

and large �rms with a decreasing response of in�ation as the latter gain market

share. Also the volatility of most macroeconomic variables, conditional on each of

these shocks, falls with few exceptions (see Table 4).
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Figure 9. Other shocks: 20 % increase in
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Table 6: Percentage change in the volatility of variables

20% increase in large �rms� 20% increase in the elasticity

productivity 2:19 vs 1:84 of demand (") 12 vs 10

Neut.

prod.
Mon. Pref.

Lab.

sup.

Neut.

prod.
Mon. Pref.

Lab.

sup.

In�ation �26:2 �27:6 �25:3 �30:9 �25:3 �23:7 �31:6 �40:7
In�. Large �rms �28:4 �27:7 �25:6 �31:0 �27:3 �24:3 �31:6 �40:3
Inf. Small �rms 0:4 �4:4 �7:9 �16:3 4:1 4:0 �15:4 �30:8
Output �29:7 �6:5 9:5 �40:2 �25:9 1:6 2:4 �51:7
Employment �11:9 �11:8 �3:3 18:1 �5:5 0:1 �3:2 �11:3
Wages �15:1 9:3 �10:9 �1:7 �1:6 �14:8 �27:4 �18:6

There is an additional result that deserves some attention here, despite not being

related to the response of in�ation. As Table 4 reveals, the response of output to a

neutral technology shock and to a labor supply shock diminishes when �rms become
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more polarized so that more technologically advanced �rms increase their market

shares. This is consistent with Fact 8 discussed in section 2. Independently of
the reason for the increase in polarization, either an improvement in the top �rms�

technology or an increase of the elasticity of demand, we observe a marked fall in

output and employment volatility. A shock to the marginal cost (either a TFP

or a wage shock) induces a countercyclical response in the markup that is more

pronounced the larger the market share of the �rm is. Thus, the negative impact

on �rms sales due to an adverse shock is smaller than under constant markups. As

in�ation increases by less, so does the real interest rate, which moderates the fall in

demand. This �nding is consistent with the "Great Moderation" of output observed

in most developed economies since the early eighties (Stock and Watson, 2003). Yet

the reason behind this phenomenon -increasing �rm polarization- would di¤er from

other explanations provided in the previous literature.

5.4 Misallocation channel of monetary policy

Finally, this model also contributes to expalin the so-called misallocation channel in

response to a monetary policy or other demand shock, in line with Fact 9 discussed
in section 2. An expansionary monetary policy shock consistent in a 1 percent

nominal interest rate cut, reduces the markup dispersion in the economy, since the

most e¢ cient �rms cut their markup by a larger amount than the rest of �rms (see

Panel a of Figure 10). As a consequence, the market share of these most e¢ cient

companies increases and so does the average TFP (market share weighted) in the

economy. That is, an expansionary monetary policy increases TFP temporarily by

shifting production towards the most e¢ cient �rms. However, higher demand also

raises the in�ow of new competitiors who enter into the low TFP group, which partly

(but not fully) compensates the initial increase in TFP.23 An increase in polarization

only intensi�es the strength of this channel as shown by the red dashed lines of Figure

10.
23In fact, in a model without entry or �rms dynamics like Andrés & Burriel (2018), the fall in

markup dispersion and the increase in average TFP last for longer. These results are available from
the authors upon request.
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A similar result can be found under other demand shocks, like a positive prefer-

ence shock (Figure 10 b). The shock triggers an increase in households�demand of

current consumption, increasing the demand of all intermediate products, but given

the stronger strategic response of the most e¢ cient �rms, they reduce their markup

by a larger amount, and thus production is shifted towards them. The result is that

average TFP in the economy increases temporarily. In this case, however, no entry

occurs and the fall in markup dispersion and the increase in average TFP is more

long lasting.

Figure 10. Misallocation Channel of Demand shocks:

20 % increase in Large �rms�productivity (AL)
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6 Conclusions

The �attening of the Phillips curve that has taken place over the last twenty years

poses a challenge for monetary authorities seeking to rationalize the muted response

of in�ation to changes in the economy�s slack. The availability of large data sets

containing �rm level information on a number of relevant variables has uncovered a

series of facts that speak of profound changes in the distribution of �rms in many

industries in terms of market share, productivity, employment, etc. These changes

are increasingly attracting the attention of macroeconomists, to the extent that they

might have had repercussion in the response of macroeconomic variables to exoge-

nous shocks. In this paper we set up a model consistent with many of the features
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highlighted by the empirical industrial organization literature, to argue that these

changes might well be behind the muted response of in�ation to shocks to the mar-

ginal costs that has been observed lately.

In the paper we do not take a stand on the causes of �rm polarization in terms of

market share, productivity and, to a lesser extent, employment. It might have been

the result of di¤erent forces at play, the increase of technological superiority of some

�rms, slower technology di¤usion, the increase in substitutability among varieties or

barriers to entry. Regardless of its causes, the rise in the market share of a few large

�rms has a moderating impact on in�ation, both at the sector and at the aggregate

level. Key to this result is the presence of two features that are absent in the canonical

New Keynesian model. First, we depart from the �rm homogeneity paradigm and

allow for endogenous heterogeneity in total factor productivity across �rms. In our

model, there is also entry and exit of �rms. Although all entrants do so at the bottom

of the TFP ladder, they may later eventually upgrade or downgrade their technology

in response to �rm-speci�c shocks by incurring in some �xed costs. Since competition

depends critically on cost advantages the price decision is of paramount importance.

Our second important departure from the standard New Keynesian model is that we

consider that �rms take into account the reaction of the market price when setting

their own prices à la Bertrand. These two features make �rms�markups endogenous

even under standard CES preferences, and unequally responsive to shocks to the

marginal cost. Our theoretical model rationalizes a response of �rms to shocks to

the marginal cost that is known as the Marshall�s strong second law of demand,

whereby high markup �rms respond less to marginal costs shocks than low markup

ones, a result that is consistent with the evidence found using di¤erent data sets in

the recent empirical industrial organization literature.

As polarization increases, the moderating in�ation response of large �rms is am-

pli�ed at the aggregate level because of the increasing weight of these companies on

total market sales and on aggregate in�ation, thus further decreasing the slope of

the aggregate Phillips curve.
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